PARK WOOD
Our reasons for the decision:
1

Review Decision

1.1

On 17 February 2015 I conducted an oral review hearing into the listing of
land known as Park Wood, Ragged Hall Lane, St Albans as an Asset of
Community Value. The land was listed by St Albans City and District
Council under a notice dated 9 April 2014. By a letter dated 9 November
2014 Jan Molyneux of Molyneux Planning acting for the owner of the land,
CP Holdings Limited (CP Holdings), requested a review of the Council’s
decision pursuant to Schedule 2 paragraph 1(1) of the Assets of Community
Value (England) Regulations 2012. Ms Molyneux requested an oral
hearing. Subsequent to the Hearing I invited written submissions from the
parties concerning a Decision dated 16 April 2015 by the First-Tier Tribunal
(Case reference CR/2014/0018) regarding an Asset of Community Value
Appeal Hearing into the listing of Bedmond Lane Field, St Albans as an
Asset of Community Value.

2

The Evidence

2.1

At the Hearing I received oral and written representations from Ms Jan
Molyneux on behalf of CP Holdings, from Ms Debbi White, Property and
Asset Manager, on behalf of St Albans City and District Council (the
Council) and from Parish Councillor John Bell, on behalf of St Stephen
Parish Council (who nominated the land for listing).
I also heard oral evidence from Mr Robin Winward, Group Property
Manager, CP Holdings. He produced a written statement and a number of
attachments including a plan of the woodland purchased by CP Holdings,
details of the company’s woodland management operations, details re
signage and a statement and report by Tilhill Forestry.
I also had before me a statement by Ms Debbi White, various photographs
of Park Wood taken by Ms Debbi White and Ms Lyn Henny, Asset
Management Surveyor for the Council and photographs produced by CP
Holdings. I also had before me an agenda for the review hearing dated 24
November 2014 comprising 236 pages (the ‘Main Agenda’). The agenda
included extracts from the Localism Act 2011, the Asset of Community
Value (England) Regulations 2012. The listing nominations submitted by the
Parish Council dated 19 July 2013 and accompanying plan. I also had
before me a supplemental agenda dated 27 January 2015 (the
‘Supplemental Agenda’) which included evidence submitted on behalf of St
Stephen Parish Council which included extracts from leaflets published by
Chiswell Green Residents’ Association entitled ‘CHISCHAT’ between 1993

2.2

2.3
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2.4

2.5

2.6

2.7

2.8

and 2007 and statements by Mr and Mrs O’Brien, Mr and Mrs White, Mr and
Mrs Gibbard, Mr and Mrs Day and an email from Cllr John Bell. I also had
before me a copy of a witness statement by Miss Mandy Floyd. The
supplemental agenda also included photographs submitted by the
landowner CP Holdings which included their comments on the written
evidence submitted by St Stephen Parish Council.
I was also provided with copies of the First Tier Tribunal decisions
numbered CR/2013/0010 concerning an appeal by Firoka (Oxford United
Stadium) Limited and CR/2014/0005 concerning an appeal by Worthy
Developments Limited. I was also given copies of dictionary definitions of
the word ‘ancillary’. I also received a copy extract of the minutes of St
Stephen Parish Council held on 20 November 2014 and a plan showing the
position of St Julian’s Wood and Black Green Wood which was submitted on
behalf of CP Holdings.
I was accompanied at the hearing by Cllr Julian Daly, Council Leader and
Portfolio Holder for Planning and Conservation. I am delegated by the
Council in consultation with Cllr Daly to consider and determine requests for
reviews of Council decisions to list land as an asset of community value.
Notes of the hearing on 17 February 2015 are attached as Appendix 4 to my
decision. The notes summarise the submissions and evidence given at the
hearing. The hearing was held in public.
Park Wood has been entered into the assets of community value maintained
by the Council. The reasons given for the decision to list are as follows:
“The area is woodland with no restriction to public access. There are wide
vehicular tracks (with barriers to vehicular access) and smaller pedestrian
paths. There is a definitive right of way at the very edge of the wood. A
notice at one of the entrances gives users information regarding tree works.
This appears to indicate that the owner acknowledges people will be walking
through the land.” The land was entered on to the list for 5 years from
28 March 2014. The decision notice and location plan are contained at
paragraphs 123-125 of the agenda dated 24 November 2014.
The Hearing was originally scheduled to be heard on 24 November 2014.
However, the 24 November 2014 meeting was adjourned until 17 February
2015 to enable CP Holdings to consider evidence submitted on 24
November. Notes of the Review Hearing on 24 November are attached as
Appendix 5.
Section 88 (1) of the Localism Act 2011 provides that a building or other
land in a local authority’s area meets the criteria for listing if in the opinion
of the authority (a) an actual current use of the building or other land that
is not ancillary use furthers the social wellbeing or social interests of the
local community, and (b) it is realistic to think that there can continue to be
non-ancillary use of the building or other land which will further (whether or
not in the same way) the social wellbeing or social interests of the local
community.
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2.9

2.10

Section 89 (1) provides that land in local authorities area which is of
community value may be included by a local authority in its lists of assets
of community value only
(a) in response to a community nomination or
(b) where permitted by regulations made by the appropriate authority.
Section 89 (2) provides that a community nomination means a nomination
which (a) nominates land in the local authorities area for inclusion in the
local authority’s list of assets of community value and (b) (iii) is made by a
person that is a voluntary or community body with a local connection.
The Assets of Community Value (England) Regulations 2012 provide a
definition of a local connection for the purposes of Section 89 (2) (b)(iii).
These regulations provide that a Parish Council has a local connection
with land in another Parish Council’s area if any part of the boundary of
the first Council’s area is also part of the boundary of the other Council’s
area. Regulation 5 of the 2012 Regulations provides that a Parish Council
is included in the definition of a voluntary or community body. Park Wood
is situated within the boundary of St Michael’s Parish Council. However,
St Michael Parish Council and St Stephen Parish Council share a common
boundary. I am satisfied that the nomination submitted by St Stephen
Parish Council was valid because St Stephen Parish Council met the
definition of a voluntary or community body with a local connection even
though Park Wood is situated outside of their Parish boundary.

3

The Council’s original Decision Maker’s Evidence

3.1

Ms Debbi White, the Council’s Property and Asset Manager who made the
decision to list the land stated that she had inspected the site which could
be accessed from the adjoining public highway at Ragged Hall Lane. Ms
White took photographs of the wood. She said that there were no fences
preventing public access, although there was a gate preventing vehicular
access. Ms White said that she had not seen any signs suggesting the
land was private. Ms White said that there was evidence of a sign stating
that tree works were taking place, but this sign was damaged and could
not be read clearly. Ms White said she could see desire lines, but there
were no wayfarer signs. Ms White also referred to a set of photographs
taken by Ms Lyn Henny which did show signs stating ‘private’ high up in
the trees. Ms White said that based on the evidence it was reasonable to
conclude that Park Wood was used as a community asset. Ms White
confirmed that her decision to list was set out at pages 123-125 of the
agenda. Ms White also stated that there was a public footpath to the right
of Park Wood.
Ms White was questioned by Ms Molyneux on behalf of CP Holdings. Ms
Molyneux asked Ms White whether there were any differences between
Scrubbs Wood and Park Wood. Ms White said that there was clear
evidence of vehicular access to Park Wood. Ms White agreed with Ms

3.2
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3.3

3.4

3.5

Molyneux that there was a locked gate to the entrance of the wood and
that the woodland is a pine wood with broad routes that could be driven
over. Ms White agreed that there was a public right of way to the right of
the wood which previously crossed the former M10 (now the A414). In
answer to the questions Ms White said that she had not seen any signs
and therefore she assumed that there were none. Ms White also
commented that a sign shown by the locked gate in the photographs taken
by Ms Lyn Henny was not there at the time of her original inspection. Ms
White also said that on her second inspection of the photograph she could
see a torn down sign on the tree.
Ms Molyneux asked Ms White whether she acknowledged that trespass
had occurred. Ms White said that she did not accept that trespass had
occurred. Ms Molyneux asked whether Ms White had any evidence to
justify her remarks. Ms White answered that she relied on evidence from
Cllr Bell and the other witnesses.
Cllr Bell asked Ms White whether Park Wood was more accessible to the
local community than Scrubbs Wood. Ms White said that there was little
difference, but that Park Wood was slightly closer. Cllr Bell asked Ms
White whether there were any barriers which prevented walkers from
entering the wood. Ms White replied that she did not see any and that
there were entrances to the woodland which were clearly pedestrian
entrances. Cllr Bell asked whether these entrances looked reasonably
well used and Ms White agreed. Cllr Bell asked whether the sign on the
trees stating that the woodland is private implied that although individuals
have no rights, entrance itself was not being inhibited. Ms White replied
that she could not judge this.
In answer to a question by Cllr Daly, Ms White clarified that she had
walked part of the way into Park Wood. Cllr Daly asked Ms White on her
comments on tracks seen inside the wood. Ms White replied that she had
taken photographs at various points along the track which showed visible
desire lines. I asked Ms White what use the community made of Park
Wood. Ms White replied that they used it for leisure purposes such as
walking and dog walking. I asked whether Ms White had seen anyone in
the wood during her visit. Ms White said that she could not recall doing
so.

4

The owner’s, CP Holdings’, evidence

4.1

Ms Molyneux stated that Park Wood was different from Scrubbs Wood
because it was a commercial woodland used to grow wood for timber. It
was not subject to a TPO. Ms Molyneux stated that when works were
being carried out signs were erected. The existence of these signs did not
however acknowledge any right of way. Ms Molyneux asserted that the
listing of Park Wood as an Asset of Community Value is inappropriate.
She said that the application by St Stephen Parish Council was not
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4.2

4.3

4.4

properly submitted. Ms Molyneux noted that Park Wood is situated in St
Michael’s Parish Council area and not St Stephen Parish Council area.
Ms Molyneux called Mr Robin Winward, Group Property Manager for CP
Holdings to give evidence. Mr Winward referred to reports on the
operation of the woodland at pages 142-179 of the agenda. These reports
describe the area as commercial woodland. It is standard practice to put
native trees on the outside of the woodland. Fencing had been erected,
but these had disappeared. Instead a bund had been erected. The
remains of the bund can be seen in the photograph taken by Ms Lyn
Henny showing the gate. He said that CP Holdings had attempted to
restrict public access to the woodland. Mr Winward drew attention to the
comment by Tilhill Forest manager, Kasten Harris, at pages 184-185. Mr
Winward stated that no sign had been erected that would suggest that
there was a public right of way through the wood.
Validity of the Application
Ms Judith Adamson, Regulatory Solicitor, explained that under the 2012
Regulations there was no requirement for a nominating group to submit a
plan with their application. Although the Council currently specified a plan
was to be included, it did not do so at the time of the Parish Council’s
application. In answer to a question from me, Ms Adamson confirmed that
the Parish Council’s application met the criteria. The plan at page 125 (of
the agenda) had been included by the Council so that the decision notice
showed the land in question. Ms Molyneux commented that on 7 March
2014 (see page 122 of the agenda) the Council stated that the plan did not
meet the minimum criteria. Ms Adamson replied that when the initial set of
applications had been received there was no plan specification criteria in
place.
Ms White drew Mr Winward’s attention to the photograph of a post at page
209 of the agenda which she claimed could possibly have held a
wayfinder sign. Ms White asked for Mr Winward’s comments. Mr
Winward replied that there was no evidence of any wayfinder sign at Park
Wood. Ms White asked Mr Winward why CP Holdings had not erected a
fence round Park Wood as some landowners had erected fencing. Mr
Winward replied that they had fenced the land, but that the fencing had
been removed by unknown third parties. Instead bunds had been
constructed, but they too had been levelled. Mr Winward added that it was
not economically viable to continuously replace the fence. Cllr Bell
commented that he had never seen a fence along the border of Park
Wood. Mr Winward replied that there is a wooden and metal fence
between the public footpath to the East of the site and Park Wood. Cllr
Bell drew Mr Winward’s attention to the many dotted lines through Park
Wood shown on the plan at page142 of the agenda. Cllr Bell suggested
that it was not unreasonable to interpret these lines as permissible routes.
Mr Winward replied that there were no rights of way through Park Wood.
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He referred Cllr Bell to the description of the woodland when it was
marketed by the Gorhambury Estate at page 141 of the agenda. This
described rights of way at Park Wood reserved to the Forestry
Commission as shown on the sale plan by a broken line. Cllr Bell
commented that St Stephen Parish Council had the right to make an
application to list as an asset of community value and that the wood is
even closer to the Parish than Scrubbs Wood. Ms Molyneux replied that
she had no further comments. Cllr Daly then asked whether anyone had
permission to access Park Wood. Mr Winward replied that no-one had
any rights of access to the wood. I drew attention to the reference at page
196 of the agenda in the report from Tilhill Forestry that compartment 9
had a permissive footpath sign indicating the general public are invited to
walk. Ms Molyneux clarified that this statement referred to Scrubbs Wood.
5

Evidence on behalf of the nominating group, St Stephen Parish
Council

5.1 Cllr Bell presented the case for St Stephen Parish Council. He said that Park
Wood serves a local area, particularly Chiswell Green. Cllr Bell referred to
the evidence of use submitted on behalf of the Parish Council at pages 12-27
of the supplemental agenda dated 27 January 2015. Cllr Bell drew attention
to the leaflets produced by the Chiswell Green Residents’ Association which
refers to walks through the wood, litter picking and bluebell walks. Cllr Bell
stated that he had not heard of any cases of interference with the timber
management and that residents and the owner worked together without
affecting the wood. He stated that the pine forest in Park Wood is clearly
commercial and that the area around the woodland consists of mainly
deciduous trees. Cllr Bell pointed out that there was a new footpath at the
entrance of the woodland. Cllr Bell explained that the local community enjoy
the wood and have applied for it to listed so that they would be able to
purchase the wood should it come up for sale. Cllr Bell also asked the
hearing to take into account the oral evidence given by Mr Jim White at the
hearing into the Scrubbs Wood listing. He said that Mr White’s evidence also
applied to Park Wood.
5.2 Questions were put to Cllr Bell on behalf of CP Holdings and the Council.
The questions and answers are recorded in the meeting notes. Ms Molyneux
asked Cllr Bell to confirm that Park Wood is a commercial wood and that
there are no public rights of way through it. Cllr Bell confirmed that this was
the case. Ms Molyneux then asked Cllr Bell whether the paths in Park Wood
are of the type to be expected in a commercial wood which Cllr Bell
confirmed. Ms Molyneux stated the paths were for vehicles and not for
people to walk upon. Cllr Bell replied that the paths are not particularly wide.
Ms Molyneux commented that where an area of woodland is felled the paths
are opened up again.
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5.3 Ms Molyneux asked Cllr Bell whether he had seen any signs referring to
access to the wood. Cllr Bell replied that the first signs he was aware of were
those which had recently been erected. Ms Molyneux asked Cllr Bell
whether he had considered the community’s use of the wood to be ancillary
to its commercial purpose. Cllr Bell replied that more time was spent in the
wood enjoying it for leisure purposes than for cutting down trees for timber.
Mr Winward then asked if the wood was being used extensively for walking.
No residents reported the recent group who have been found camping in the
wood. Cllr Bell commented that he was not aware of this incident. Mr
Winward explained that the company had to evict 25 people from the wood
and that if the local community were using the wood they should have
noticed this. Mr Winward went on to say that he regularly visits Park Wood
and does not see many local residents. Cllr Bell explained that there are
fewer local residents that visit the wood during the day. He suggested that if
Mr Winward visited the wood in the evening and at weekends there would be
more locals.
5.4 Ms Molyneux referred to the statement of Miss Mandy Floyd. She asked Cllr
Bell whether he had seen any signs welcoming people to Park Wood. Cllr
Bell replied that he had not. Ms Molyneux then asked whether any of the
evidence from the CHISCHAT newsletter related specifically to Park Wood.
Cllr Bell replied that the newsletter related to both woods. Ms Molyneux
asked Cllr Bell to confirm that as far as he was aware the land was being
used without the landowner’s consent. Cllr Bell confirmed this.
5.5 Ms White referred Mr Bell to the letter dated 1 December 2014 from Mr and
Mrs J White at page 20 of the supplemental agenda. She noted that in his
letter, Mr White said that he had used the wood before its purchase by CP
Holdings and also mentioned that the Forestry Commission had allowed
people to walk in the wood. Cllr Bell replied that the footpaths were still used.
Ms White noted that there were no public rights of way in Park Wood. She
asked Cllr Bell whether he believed that the public use of the paths gave
them permissive rights. Cllr Bell replied that it had not been considered, but
that given how long the paths had been used, perhaps this was the case. Ms
White referred Mr Bell to his discussion with CP Holdings in 2009 when the
signs went up. She asked whether these discussions with CP Holdings also
applied to Park Wood. Cllr Bell confirmed that it did. Ms White asked Cllr Bell
to confirm that an employee of CP Holdings had led him to believe that the
company would not take action against people using the wood. Cllr Bell
confirmed that this was the case.
5.6 Cllr Daly asked Cllr Bell whether he considered the public’s access to the
wood was an ancillary use, or a social use. Cllr Bell replied he believed it to
be the latter. I then sought clarification from Ms Adamson as to the test for
ancillary use and whether any official guidance had been issued. Ms
Adamson stated that there was no definition in the Localism Act of the term
ancillary and she could find no guidance on the point from the Department of
Communities and Local Government. Ms Adamson referred to the First
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Tribunal decision in the case of Worthy Developments Limited v Forest of
Dean District Council and the save our Sun Committee (Tribunal reference
CR/2014/0005). This case concerned a local authority listing of a former pub
known as ‘The Rising Sun’ at Woodcroft outside Chepstow. The pub had
closed its doors around February 2012. Before its closure it had served the
local community, as well as visitors to the area, as a pub. It had also been
used as a meeting place by groups such as the Womens’ Institute and the
Parent Teachers’ Association. Worthy Developments Limited appealed the
review decision to the tribunal. They had submitted that in order to meet the
‘past’ condition in section 88 (2)(a) of the Localism Act. The community use
must necessarily be a substantial amount of the recent past. Judge Warren
had rejected the submission commenting that no doubt trivial or very
temporary use will be disregarded as ancillary to a main use but there was no
warrant for reading the words ‘substantial amount’ into the Statute. Ms
Adamson also noted that the term ancillary was also briefly referred to in the
tribunal decision of Firoka (Oxford United Stadium) and Firoka (Oxford)
Limited v Oxford City Council (Tribunal reference CR/2013/0010). This case
concerned a decision by Oxford City Council to list the Kassam Stadium as
an asset of community value. The stadium stood along three sides of the
pitch. The East and South stands were built with substantial floor space
behind them. The space behind the East stand was void. The South stand
space was fitted out for conferences and hospitality. On match days the
space was used by Oxford United FC. The rest of the time Firoka hired out
the facilities bringing in just short of £500,000 on room hire alone. London
Welsh Rugby Club also played at the stadium. Firoka derived about 35% of
stadium revenue from Oxford United FC and about 65% from London Welsh
and other activities. Firoka submitted that the Localism Act should be applied
in respect of any planning unit only in respect of the primary use of that unit.
Judge Warren rejected their contention saying that concepts such as “the
planning unit” should not be imported; nor should they be allowed to restrict
the Act to “primary use”, words which, if intended, could so easily have been
used. The Judge accepted that in making decisions under the Act the Local
Authorities and Tribunals may have to draw lines; but such judgments should
be made by applying the words actually used by Parliament to the actualities
of the individual case. Judge Warren stated that if the Kassam Stadium was
to fall within the definition of land of community value the condition in Section
88(1)(a) had to be met. He said that this condition referred to “an actual
current use of the building or of the land that is not an ancillary use furthers
the social well-being or social interests of the local community”. The Judge
then considered whether the use of the stadium as a home ground for Oxford
United FC was an ancillary use. He stated that there are only about 25
match days a year. In his judgment, however, the cultural recreational and
sporting interests extend wider than the hour and a half for which men play a
game of football. The Judge said that the existence of a home town club
linked to the use of its home ground fosters community pride and stimulates
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daily conversations in pubs, workplaces and on-line. He concluded that the
condition in section 88(1)(a) was satisfied. Ms Adamson also produced
several dictionary definitions of the word ancillary. These definitions included
“providing necessary support to the primary activities or operation of an
organisation, system etc”. Also “something that functions in a supplementary
or supporting role”.

6

Final submissions

6.1 Ms White submitted that she had based her decision on the evidence seen
on site. She did not believe that the landowner had attempted to prevent
public use of the land. There was a reasonable prospect that the community
use of the land would continue. With regard to the contention on behalf of
CP Holdings that the community use was an ancillary use, Ms White
considered that the use is not ancillary because there are two primary uses in
this case; one which is commercial and the other social. Ms White gave an
example of an ancillary use at the wood as people gathering pieces of wood.
Cllr Bell, on behalf of the Parish Council, submitted that the local community
were concerned that Park Wood might go in the same direction as Black
Green Wood. He said there was no reason for Park Wood not to continue as
a commercial enterprise. He said that the community used the wood as a
nature reserve and as a pleasant place for walking. The community had no
interest in taking over the land. He hoped that CP Holdings would continue
to allow the community to continue to use the wood.
6.2 Ms Molyneux referred to the conclusions of CP Holdings statement at page
138 of the agenda. Ms Molyneux stated that there was not a community right
to buy the land, but only a right to bid. She said that the listing of the land as
an asset of community value was not the right decision since it is a
commercial woodland with no public rights of way and tracks which were
established when the Forestry Commission planted the land. Ms Molyneux
stated that there was no evidence of any rights of way in Park Wood. She
expressed surprise that Ms White had not seen the signs in the woodland on
her inspection. Ms Molyneux stated that the landowner was actively
maintaining the privacy of the land and that St Stephen Parish Council was
not the relevant Parish Council to make the application for listing.
6.3 Ms Molyneux then made several points which she said were relevant to both
Scrubbs Wood and Park Wood. She noted that the application to list both
woods had arisen as a result of the Localism Act which had prompted
St Albans Council to alert St Stephen Council of the existence of the
procedure. Ms Molyneux said had this not been the case an application
would not have been submitted and the woods would not have been listed.
Ms Molyneux also noted that Council officers had considered the plans
attached to the listing applications were inaccurate which should be a
fundamental part of the application. Ms Molyneux stated that there were
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signs in Park Wood. On the question of ancillary use Ms Molyneux submitted
that the use by residents of the footpaths in the wood was an ancillary use. It
was therefore not an appropriate basis for applying for the wood to be listed
as an asset of community value.
6.4 I asked Ms Molyneux whether she was submitting that trespass has occurred
in both woods. Ms Molyneux confirmed that this was her submission. I
asked Ms Molyneux about Cllr Bell’s evidence of a conversation with a CP
Holdings employee, Mr Mitchell, in 2009. Ms Molyneux stated that she had
been working with CP Holdings since 1989 and did not know of a Mr Mitchell.
Ms Molyneux also suggested that his authority to act on behalf of CP Holding
is not clear.
6.5 I then formally closed both hearings at 15.22hrs.
7

My decision

7.1 I am reviewing the decision of Ms Debbi White dated 9 April 2014 to list Park
Wood as an Asset of Community Value pursuant to Section 88 (1) of the Act,
though I add that I have not confined myself to a ‘judicial review’ form of
assessment. Instead, I have approached this matter with an open mind and
reconsidered the merits myself based on all the available evidence and
submissions. In particular, I have carefully considered the evidence and
submissions presented to me by Ms White as the original decision taker, by
Cllr Bell on behalf of St Stephen Parish Council and by Ms Molyneux on
behalf of the landowner, CP Holdings Limited. I set out below a summary of
the evidence given at the Hearing as to the use of the land.
7.1.1 Pages 117-121 and pages 222-226 of the Main Agenda - St Stephen
Parish Council say that Park Wood has always been accessible to local
residents by the permission of the owners. They say that the wood
contains a good mix of fauna and flora with a particularly good display of
bluebells in the Spring and that the numerous footpaths allow this
amenity to be enjoyed to the full.
7.1.2 Pages 12-26 (Supplemental Agenda) - Further evidence was submitted
on behalf of the Parish Council including photographs showing bluebells
and pathways through Park Wood, extracts from Chiswell Green
Residents’ Association Newsletters and witness statements from local
residents. Also contained in the Supplemental Agenda are photographs
of Park Wood provided by CP Holdings (see pages 3-7), comments on
the written evidence received by the Council during or after the Hearing
on 24 November 2014. At page 28 there is a location plan which shows
the position of Park Wood, boundaries of St Stephen Parish Council and
the residential area of Chiswell Green.
7.1.3 Pages 122-125 – Evidence given by Ms Debbi White, Property and Asset
Manager, who notes that there is a gated vehicular access point, but
there are clear, well-used pedestrian routes in the wood and there are no
fences preventing the public gaining access to the woods from Ragged
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Hall Lane. In her Decision Notice dated 9 April 2014, Ms White gives the
following reasons for including Park Wood in the listings of Assets of
Community Value: “The area is woodland with no restriction to public
access. There are wide vehicular tracks (with barriers to vehicular
access) and smaller pedestrian paths. There is a definitive right of way
at the edge of the wood. A notice at one of the entrances gives users
information regarding tree works. This appears to indicate that the owner
acknowledges people will be walking through the land”.
7.1.4 Written witness statements by Mr and Mrs O’Brien of Amber Cottage, 63
Ragged Hall Lane, Mr and Mrs J White of Orchard Cottage, Ragged Hall
Lane, Mr and Mrs Gibbard of 29 Ragged Hall Lane, Mr Hugh Day of 20
Cuckmans Drive, Chiswell Green and from Miss Mandy Floyd of 34
Ragged Hall Lane. In their statements the residents refer to the use of
Park Wood by the local community. In their letter dated 3 December Mr
O’Brien states that he and his wife derive great pleasure from walking
through the wood at all times of the year and regularly see others
jogging, cycling, riding horses or just walking through. He says that
during the bluebell season large numbers of people come from the local
area and from further afield to enjoy a natural spectacle. Mr O’Brien
says that he is a keen bird watcher and that the woodland provides him
with a miniature nature reserve. He comments that red kites, buzzards
and tawny owls regularly nest and roost in the woods. Mr White states
that Park Wood is approximately 200 yards from their property and that
he and his wife have walked their dogs in the woods at least twice a day
for 39 years. He says that Park Wood has an extensive network of
footpaths which are used regularly by much of the local community and
that there is an unofficial footpath established on dormant farmland
between Ragged Hall lane and Park Wood which is used for daily access
to Park Wood. Mr White also comments that many families and
photographers use the woods, particularly when the bluebells are in
flower and that one of the regular users of Park Wood has placed three
small gnomes around the wood for the children to spot. He says that we
are lucky that the owners of these woods have allowed us access. Mr
and Mrs Gibbard, in an undated letter, say that they have lived in
Chiswell Green for over 40 years and in Ragged Hall Lane for the past
20 years. They say that during this time they have often used Park
Wood along with others for general walks and in particular dog walking.
They observed that recreational horse riders frequently use Park Wood
and that Monkjack deer can be frequently spotted during a visit. Mr Day
in a letter dated 24 November 2014 states that he has used the woods
for recreational walking and exercising his dogs for over 30 years. Miss
Mandy Floyd of 34 Ragged Hall Lane, in a letter dated 21 November
2014, says that she has walked in the woods for 32 years, along with
many other dog walkers in the area. She comments that the woods are
well-kept and are particularly beautiful when the bluebells are out. She
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states that she is very grateful to the owners for allowing access so that
they can enjoy the local nature. Please see witness statements at pages
19-24 of the Supplemental Agenda.
7.1.5 Ms Debbi White produced various photographs of Park Wood which
included a photograph of signs within the wood saying ‘Private Woodland
No Right of Access’. The photographs also showed a number of
pathways running between the trees. There was also a photograph
containing a faded notice showing a sign headed ‘Potters Crouch
Woodland Management’ from Tilhill giving notice of woodland operations.
Ms Debbi White’s photographs also showed that Park Wood was easily
accessible from Ragged Hall Lane, although at one point there was a
metal entrance gate to restrict vehicular access. The plan attached to the
listing notice at page 125 of the Main Agenda appears to show a number
of paths criss-crossing the wood.
7.1.6 Ms Molyneux, on behalf of the owner, submitted a statement at pages
127-132 of the Main Agenda. She stated that Park Wood is an area of
47.3 acres of mature woodland under professional management as a
timber crop. It has been in the ownership of CP Holdings Limited since
1982 and has been managed as a woodland throughout that time. Ms
Molyneux stated that there were no public rights of way through the
woodland and that there were signs at the edges of the woodland stating
that the land is private and there is no public access. She stated the
reasons for nomination failed to acknowledge the presence of the signs.
Ms Molyneux explained that the vehicle barriers are opened by the
landowners and the woodland management company when substantial
machinery is brought onto the land to allow commercial felling. The
tracks through the woodland were created by this machinery and their
existence is an indication of the level of woodland management. The
public right of way skirts the woodland. She states that the notice
relating to timber work is a warning to those who have legitimate, private
business within the woodland on behalf of the company and cannot be
considered to acknowledge any right of way. Ms Molyneux states that
Park Wood is a longstanding woodland being managed as a timber asset
which does not serve a social interests purpose and does not meet the
criteria as a listing of an Asset of Community Value. Moreover, Ms
Molyneux states that Park Wood is remote from St Stephen Parish and
access is via a narrow road which does not have a footpath. She points
out that the right of way immediately adjacent to the wood does not
provide a right of way into the wood.
7.1.7 In her evidence at the Hearing on 17 February, Ms Molyneux stated that
Park Wood is different to Scrubbs Wood because it is a commercial
woodland used to grow wood for timber. She stated that unlike Scrubbs
Wood it is not covered by a TPO. Ms Molyneux contended that the use
by the residents of the footpaths in the wood was an ancillary use and it
was not an appropriate basis for applying for the wood to be listed as an
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Asset of Community Value. She also submitted that Residents’ use at
Park Wood was undertaken without the consent of the landowner and
that all the activities described by Cllr Bell on behalf of the Parish Council
amount to trespass onto private land. She stated that the activities
described by the local residents were undertaken by a limited section of
the community. The reference in Mr and Mrs White’s evidence to an
unofficial footpath from Chiswell Green to Park Wood was not clear, but
is assumed to refer to a permissory path intended to link the path around
Park Wood. The existence of this permissory path did not provide any
evidence that Park Wood should be listed as an Asset of Community
Value.
7.1.8 Pages 132-204 of the Main Agenda includes a statement on behalf of CP
Holdings setting out ten reasons why they consider Park Wood should
not be listed as an Asset of Community Value. It is stated that there is
no public access to Park Wood or intention to allow public access, that
there is no community use of the woodland, that there are notices on the
woodland stating that it is private and there are vehicle barriers capable
of opening by those who have authorised access to the woodland. The
evidence also includes a written statement by Mr Robin Winward, Group
Property Manager for CP Holdings, which sets out the background to the
company’s ownership of Park Wood. He states that the woodland was
purchased from the Forestry Commission in the early 1980s as a
commercial activity and has been managed by independent professional
qualified companies, mainly Tilhill Forestry. He states that the intention
of CP Holdings has been to optimise income, whilst maximising the
capital value of the woodland. Mr Winward states that there is no public
right of access to Park Wood from Ragged Hall Lane; the main track into
Park Wood with a gate is a forestry road, made up to allow the removal
of timber from on-going harvesting. The positioning of the warning signs
during forestry activities was a routine precaution and is not an
acknowledgement of a public right of access.
7.1.9 In oral evidence Cllr Bell stated that CP Holdings were aware that people
were going into and out of the woods. He said that signs had been
erected when CP Holdings purchased the wood. Cllr Bell said that he
had contacted an employee (Mr Mitchell) of CP Holdings who informed
him that the signs had been erected because of the company’s concerns
over their liability. In response Ms Molyneux stated that she had been
working at CP Holdings since 1989 and did not know of a Mr Mitchell.
She stated that his authority to act on behalf of CP Holdings is not clear.
7.1.10 After the hearing on 17 February 2015 I invited written submissions from
the parties concerning a decision by the First-Tier Tribunal (Case
reference CR/20140018) regarding an appeal by Banner Homes Limited
against a decision by St Albans City and District Council to list Bedmond
Lane Field, St Albans as an Asset of Community Value. A copy of the
Tribunal Decision dated 16 April 2015 is attached at Appendix 2. Written
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representations by Ms Debbi White, Cllr John Bell and Molyneux
Planning are attached at Appendix 3 to this Decision.
7.1.11 In his written Decision Judge Peter Lane rejected a submission by
Douglas Edwards QC for the landowner Banner Homes Limited (‘Banner
Homes’) that the phrases “actual current use” and “actual use” in Section
88 of the Localism Act 2011 Act must mean actual legal use and that any
activity which might be trespassory does not qualify as a use under
Section 88 of the Localism Act 2011. Judge Peter Lane rejected Mr
Edwards’ submissions. He said at paragraph 32 of the Decision that “the
town and village green legislation is, in my view, a clear example of
Parliament legislating to confer community rights on those who have,
over time, engaged in socially valuable activities (“lawful sports and past
times”) in a ‘trespassory’ manner, which did not involve force or
deception”. In paragraph 35 the Judge said “the fact that I decline to
interpret Section 88 so as, in effect, to insert the word “lawful” after
“actual” does not give carte blanche to use that section in ways that will
violate the in bonam partem principle. The inherent requirement that the
use of the land in question must further social wellbeing or social interest
will, in practice, preclude many unlawful activities, for the simple reason
that unlawful activities are, by their nature, unlikely to satisfy the tests of
furthering social wellbeing/interests. Thus, for example, premises used
for “raves”, at which illegal substances are consumed, violence is
prevalent and noise nuisance frequent would not fall within Section 88.”
7.1.12 In her written submission dated 20 May 2015 Ms Molyneux stated that
the detail of the Banner Homes Decision were not available to be
considered at the Hearing into the Scrubbs Wood and Park Wood. In
addition, the landowner was unable to cross examine the Council’s
representative with regard to the specific details of the Banner Homes
case. Ms Molyneux contends that whilst comments on behalf of the
Council relating to the Banner Homes Decision might be considered to
“set the scene” the Council has re-opened the appeal. Hearing
evidence, without the benefit of public examination, without the
agreement of the landowner is contrary to the terms of the Hearing as
set out by Mr Lovelady. Ms Molyneux states that although the
introduction of the Banner Homes case is considered to be an abuse of
process she wishes to provide an explanation as to why the decision is
not relevant to the cases under review. Ms Molyneux states that there
are significant differences between the Bedmond Lane Field site which
was the subject land in the Banner Homes case and that of Park Wood
and Scrubbs Wood. The key differences are:
• Bedmond Lane Field is crossed by two public footpaths and there has
been significant trespass across the field over many years without
signs noting the private ownership of the land alongside the public
footpaths.
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•

•
•
•

•

The landowners made a number of attempts to allow and/or control
the use of the land by the public and at some time offered a lease on
the land to the local community.
The land was used for 40 years by the local community.
There is substantial evidence of a local resident using the land for a
long term study of the wildlife of Bedmond Lane Field.
There has been a refused Planning Application for the keeping of
horses on the land, evidencing an interest in a change of use of the
land by the landowner.
The land has only recently been fenced off from the public along the
line of the footpath and prior to its fencing off, Banner Homes never
did anything to stop the trespass.

By contrast, there are significant differences in both the level of trespass
and the efforts undertaken by the landowner between Bedmond Lane
Field and Scrubbs Wood and Park Wood.
• At no time have CP Holdings granted or offered a lease over either
woodland to any party.
• Neither have they granted “easements by prescription, in respect of
any persons who have carried out any activities”.
• The landowner has frequently erected signs at the entrance to the
woodland to state that it is private and there is no right of access.
Photographs of old and new signs were considered at the hearing.
• Neither Scrubbs Wood nor Park Wood have any public rights of way
running through them and there is no case for the establishment of
any public rights of way.
• Unlike in the case of Banner Homes, CP Holdings have made no
changes to the way in which they manage the land in recent years.
They have continued to replace signs stating that the land is private
and not open to the public.
• In the case of Scrubbs Wood and Park Wood, the only evidence that
the local community were able to point to with regard to wildlife
habitat is the existence of bluebell in the woodland. There is thus far
less evidence of use by the local community in either wood than in
Bedmond Lane Field.
• There has been no attempt by the landowner to alter the land as a
private wood in the case of Scrubbs Wood and Park Wood as a
commercial forest.
• The woodland is either commercial or private forestry and is not
available for games nor is there evidence of long term usage or public
benefit.
• There is no intention to change the use of the woodland and no
recent applications have been made for an alternative use.
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In conclusion, Ms Molyneux states that CP Holdings consider that the
Banner Homes case should not have a bearing on the case relating to
Park Wood and Scrubbs Wood especially as it is outside the date and
terms for decision stated by Mr Lovelady.
Ms White made the following representations regarding the Banner
Homes decision. She states that it is appropriate to apply the Banner
Homes judgment in respect of trespassory use in respect of Scrubbs
Wood and Park Wood because:
• The community has used the woods for decades, even before the
current owner purchased it.
• The community’s use has been in furtherance of the social
wellbeing/interests of the community.
• The use has been peaceable.
• The landowner has not suggested that the public has caused
damage to the wood.
• The use has not involved force or deception. It has been with the full
knowledge of the landowner.
In response to Debbi White’s representations Ms Molyneux states:
• The claim that the land has been used with the full knowledge of the
landowner ignores the signs erected and replaced on the site stating
that the premises are private.
• There is no evidence to support Ms White’s statement that the use of
the land has always been peaceable. The owner has instructed its
staff working in the woodland that they should always work with at
least two persons and never alone. When staff have informed
trespassers that the land is private this has been received with mixed
reactions and staff have not always felt safe as a result. There has
been regular damage caused by the removal and destruction of signs
noting that the woodland is private with no public access. The
landowner does not agree that the use of the woodland is peaceable.
• Debbi White should not be given the opportunity to submit additional
evidence after and outside the hearing where there is not an
opportunity for cross-examination.
Parish Councillor Bell has submitted further evidence regarding usage by
local residents in an email dated 10 May 2015. Ms Molyneux contends
that the additional evidence contained in his email should not be taken
into account in the Hearing decision.
7.2

I have considered and given weight to the letters referred to above by local
residents. They support a conclusion of there having been relevant types of
use within the meaning of section 88 (see further below).
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7.3

7.4

7.5
7.6

7.7

Section 88 of the Localism Act 2011 provides two grounds for listing a
property as an Asset of Community Value. Section 88 (1) is about actual
current use and Section 88 (2) is about recent past use. Under Section 88
(1) land in a Local Authority’s area is land of community value if in the
opinion of the Authority –
(a) An actual current use of a building or other land that is not an ancillary
use furthers the social wellbeing or social interests of the local
community, and
(b) It is realistic to think that there can continue to be non-ancillary use of the
building or other land which will further (whether or not in the same way)
the social wellbeing or social interests of the local community.
Section 88 (2) concerns an actual use of a building or other land that was not
ancillary in the recent past. In the case of Park Wood the use under review
is a current use and therefore I have to consider whether the test in Section
88 (1) has been met in this case.
During the Hearing Ms Molyneux challenged the validity of the plan which
accompanied the Parish Council’s application - See page 125 of the Main
Agenda. Ms Judith Adamson, Regulatory Solicitor, gave advice that under
the 2012 Regulations there was no requirement for a nominating group to
submit a plan with their application and that although the Council had
subsequently specified that applicants should include a plan this requirement
was not in place at the time that St Stephen Parish Council submitted their
application. Accordingly, I am satisfied that the plan of Park Wood submitted
by St Stephen Parish Council with their application dated 19 July 2013 is
acceptable. In any event, the boundaries of the application site are clearly
defined by a red line in the plan accompanying the decision notice on page
125 of the Main Agenda. I conclude that the nomination is valid.
The reasons for Debbi White’s decision to add Park Wood to the list of
Assets of Community Value are set out in paragraph 7.1.3 above.
The test for listing land as an Asset of Community Value is set out in Section
88(1) of the Localism Act 2011 (see paragraph 7.4 above). Having
considered the evidence the issues I have to determine are as follows:
A. Whether there is an actual current use of Park Wood that is not ancillary;
B. Whether that use furthers the social wellbeing or social interests of the
local community;
C. Whether the use put forward by the applicant, St Stephen Parish Council,
is a trespassory use and if so what are the implications for any
trespassory use on meeting the test in Section 88;
D. If there is an actual current use of Park Wood that is not ancillary, which
further the social wellbeing or social interests of the local community, is it
realistic to think that such use can continue. [See the test in Section 88
(1)(b)].
Issue A – Is there an actual current use of Park Wood that is not
ancillary? Evidence of use put forward on behalf of the applicant, St
Stephen Parish Council, is that local residents regularly use the wood for
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recreational use including walking along the marked paths, exercising their
dogs, bluebell walks, jogging, bird watching and riding horses.
7.8 Ms Debbi White, on behalf of the Council, refers to the presence of
pedestrian paths and suggested that the information notice at one of the
entrances regarding tree works appears to indicate that the owner
acknowledges people will be walking through their land. (See paragraphs
7.1.1 – 7.1.5 above).
7.9 On behalf of the owner CP Holdings, evidence was given that Park Wood is
a commercial woodland which is actively managed on behalf of the owners
by Tilhill Forestry. Ms Molyneux stated that the notice relating to timberwork
is a warning to those who have legitimate, private business within the
woodland on behalf of the company and cannot be considered to
acknowledge any right of way. There are signs at the edges of the woodland
stating that the land is private and there is no public access. The main track
into Park Wood with a gate is a forestry road made up to allow the removal
of timber from on-going harvesting. (See paragraphs 7.1.6 – 7.1.8 above).
7.10 CP Holdings contend that as the use of Park Wood is as a commercial
woodland any use by local residents is an ancillary use and therefore does
not qualify under Section 88 (1) of the Act. Unlike Scrubbs Wood, Park
Wood is not subject to a Tree Preservation Order. The question as to the
residents’ use was an ancillary use was raised in evidence during the
Hearing on 17 February 2015. Ms Molyneux asked Cllr Bell whether he
considered the community’s use of the wood to be ancillary to its commercial
purpose. Cllr Bell replied that more time was spent in the wood enjoying it
for leisure purposes than for cutting down trees for timber. Cllr Daly asked
Cllr Bell whether he considered the public’s access to the wood was an
ancillary use or a social use. Cllr Bell replied he believed it to be the latter.
7.11 I also received advice at the hearing from Judith Adamson, the Council’s
Regulatory Solicitor on the definition of ancillary use. Ms Adamson referred
to recent First-Tier Tribunal decisions in the cases of Worthy Developments
Limited and Firoka (Oxford United Stadium) and Firoka (Oxford) Limited.
The evidence given at the hearing by John Bell and the written evidence by
local residents appears to suggest that Park Wood is used both for the
purposes of a commercial woodland by CP Holdings and for recreational
purposes by local residents.
7.12 The Department for Communities and Local Government (‘DCLG’) have
issued Guidance dated October 2012 on the Assets of Community Value
scheme. The Guidance is entitled “Community Right to Bid: Non-Statutory
Advice Note for Local Authorities”. 1 Land of Community Value is described
as “Building or other land whose main (i.e. “non-ancillary”) use furthers the
1

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/14880/Community_Right_to
_Bid_-_Non-statutory_advice_note_for_local_authorities.pdf
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7.13
7.14

7.15

7.16

7.17

social wellbeing or social interests of the local community, or have recently
done so, and is likely to do so in the future. See Section 88 of the Act”.
The term ancillary is defined by Oxford dictionaries as “something which
functions in a supplementary or supporting role”.
At the Asset of Community Value Hearing into CP Holdings Appeal against
the listing decision of the nearby Park Wood, reference was made to recent
First-Tier Tribunal decisions where the question of whether a use was
ancillary was considered. In the case of Worthy Developments Limited v
Forest of Dean District Council and the Save our Sun Committee (Tribunal
reference CR/2014/0005) Judge Warren considered the meaning of the term
ancillary use under Section 88 (2)(a) of the Localism Act 2011. The past use
considered in that case was a former use of the Rising Sun pub at
Woodcroft, outside Chepstow. The pub served the local community as a
pub. It was also used as a meeting place by the Women’s Institute and the
Parent Teachers’ Association. Judge Warren found that the actual use of
the Rising Sun as a Public House had furthered the social wellbeing and
interests of the local community. He rejected a submission that the
community use must necessarily be for a substantial amount of the recent
past. He stated that no doubt trivial or very temporary use would be
disregarded as “ancillary” to a main use but that there was no warrant for
reading the words “substantial amount” into the statute.
In the case of Firoka (Oxford United Stadium) Limited and Firoka (Oxford)
Limited v Oxford City Council (Tribunal reference CR/2013/0010). Judge
Warren considered a submission by Firoka that in considering applications to
list a building or land under Section 88 (1) of the Localism Act 2011, the Act
should be applied in respect of any planning unit only in respect of the
primary use of that unit. The Judge rejected that submission and said that
the Act was not restricted “to primary uses”. The case concerned the
Kassam Stadium which since 2001 had been the home ground of Oxford
United FC. Part of the Stadium was fitted out for conferences and hospitality
which were hired out by the owner. The Stadium was also used by the
London Welsh Rugby Club. Oxford United FC used the Stadium for 25
match days a year. The Judge held that use of the Stadium by Oxford
United FC was not an ancillary use.
I recognise that neither the dictionary definitions nor the First-Tier Tribunal
decisions summarised above are binding on me or determinative of the
issue. I need to apply the statutory wording to the particular facts before me.
Nonetheless, I consider the above guidance to be persuasive and of
assistance to my decision.
Section 88 requires an applicant to establish that an actual current use of the
land is not an ancillary use. In my view one use of Park Wood is by CP
Holdings as a commercial woodland. However, I consider that the use by
local residents is a separate non-ancillary use of Park Wood. It is the case
that the Glossary in the DCLG Guidance refers to a main use. However, I
consider that the Act does not require a use to be a main or primary use in
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7.18

7.19

7.20

7.21

order to qualify for listing under the Act. This accords with the approach
followed by Judge Warren in the First-Tier Tribunal decision concerning
Firoka (Oxford United Stadium) Limited. It also accords with his decision in
the case of Worthy Developments Limited where he commented that a trivial
or very temporary use would be disregarded as ancillary to a main use.
I find that the use of Park Wood by local residents for recreational walks,
exercising their dogs, bird watching, appreciating the bluebells and
recreational horse riding is not trivial or temporary. is not trivial or temporary.
It is not minor or negligible, and it is not merely supportive of some other use.
Rather, in my view it is a separate use of the woods which is not ancillary to
its use as a commercial woodland. I therefore consider that this use is a
qualifying use under Section 88(1).
Issue B – Does that use further the social wellbeing or social interests
of the local community? On this issue, I take into account in particular the
following evidence.
Evidence was given that the local community regularly use Park Wood for a
variety of activities including recreational walking, jogging, cycling, dog
walking, recreational horse riding, photography and appreciating the
bluebells. (See photographs of the bluebells in Park Wood page 13 of the
Supplemental Agenda). In their evidence local residents emphasised the
social benefits they derive from such use for example, Mr and Mrs O’Brien of
63 Ragged Hall Lane, in their letter dated 3 December 2014 say that they
derive great pleasure from walking through the woods at all times of the year
and often see whole families out together, enjoying the great outdoors,
learning a bit about nature and benefitting from the fresh air and exercise.
They say that during the bluebell season large numbers of people come from
the local area, and from further afield, to enjoy a natural spectacle. Mr and
Mrs White of Orchard Cottage, Ragged Hall Lane, say that Park Wood is
approximately 200 yards from their property so they are well placed to see
various members of the community making use of the woods. They comment
that Park Wood has an extensive network of footpaths which are used
regularly by members of the community and that many families and
photographers use the woods, particularly when the bluebells are in flower.
Miss Mandy Floyd of 34 Ragged Hall Lane, in a letter dated 21 November
2014, says that she has regularly walked in the woods of Ragged Hall Lane
for 32 years along with many other dog walkers in the area. She states that
the woods are particularly beautiful when the bluebells are out. Mr and Mrs
Gibbard of 29 Ragged Hall Lane, state that for the past 30 years they have
used Park Wood along with others for general walks and in particular dog
walking. They say that recreational horse riders frequently use Park Wood.
CP Holdings dispute that this use furthers the social wellbeing or social
interests of the local community. They state that Park Wood is remote from
St Stephen Parish and does not have a visual or physical impact on the
amenities of the community. They say that there is no linking pedestrian
rights of way to Park Wood from St Stephen’s and the pedestrian access
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7.23

7.24

7.25

would therefore have to be via the narrow road which does not have a
footpath. They say that there is no community use at the woodland.
Molyneux Planning submitted comments on the written evidence received by
St Albans District Council during and after the first Hearing on 24 November
2014. These comments can be found at pages 8-11 of the Supplemental
Agenda. They say that Park Wood is a commercial woodland and that the
activities were undertaken by a very small section of the community and it
cannot be said that the land fulfils the social wellbeing or social interest of a
local community.
Section 88(6) of the Act describes social interests as including (a) cultural
interests, (b) recreational interests and (c) sporting interests. Location plans
were produced by CP Holdings and St Stephen Parish Council at the
Hearing. The plan at page 28 of the Supplemental Agenda shows the
proximity of Chiswell Green residential area to Park Wood. I also note that
there is a public footpath bordering the eastern edge of Park Wood which
provides a continuous footpath link to the residential area known as the
Verulam Estate, St Albans. A more detailed map of the wood at page 228 of
the Main Agenda shows the close proximity of Park Wood to residential
properties shown on the plan. I am satisfied that Park Wood can easily be
accessed by local residents from Chiswell Green using Ragged Hall Lane.
Whilst the evidence of use is submitted by only a few local residents their
letters refer to a frequent use by the local community. I am satisfied on the
balance of probabilities that the number of people using the land in this way
is sufficient for this use to be considered use by the local community.
I am also satisfied that this use as described above furthers the social
wellbeing or interests of its users. I am therefore satisfied that the use put
forward by St Stephen Parish Council does meet the test in Section 88 (1) as
serving the social wellbeing or social interests of the local community.
Issue C – what is the relevance of the allegedly trespassory use? Ms
Molyneux for CP Holdings maintains that the residents’ use of Park Wood is
unauthorised. She states that there are signs at the edges of the woodland
stating that the land is private and that there is no public access. She also
points out that Park Wood is an area of 47.3 acres of mature woodland
under professional management as a timber crop. Mr Winward, in his
evidence, states that fences had been put up but they had disappeared and
that a bund had been erected alongside the woodland. He stated that the
bund is visible in the photograph of the gate – See page 208 of the main
agenda. Mr Winward went on to state that bunds had been levelled by
others and that CP Holdings had tried to restrict public access to the
woodland. In answer to a question from Ms Debbi White that the photograph
on page 209 of the main agenda shows a post which could possibly have
held a wayfinder sign Mr Winward had replied that there is no evidence that
there was a wayfinder sign at Park Wood. In her written submission at
pages 8-11 of the Supplemental Agenda Ms Molyneux states that the use by
local residents has been undertaken without the consent of the landowner
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7.27
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7.29
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7.31

and that all of the activities described by Cllr John Bell amount to trespass
onto private land, in the full knowledge that it is such and thus without the
ability to acquire any rights to such access.
Ms Molyneux points out that Cllr Bell acknowledged in his email dated 19
November to Ms Judith Adamson (see page 25 of the Supplemental
Agenda) that there is no formal agreement to gain access to Park Wood. In
the same email Cllr Bell states that when notices appeared in the Wood
stating they are private and there are no rights of way he contacted CP
Holdings after concerned residents approached him and was informed that
the notices had to be put up for legal purposes in case a member of the
public injured themselves in the woods and could then take legal action on
the company. However, Cllr Bell says that he was informed at the time that
access to the public was not going to be stopped, much to the relief of local
residents who frequently use the woods.
In her written submission Ms Molyneux states that there is no clarity as to
when he became aware of the landowner and whether, once aware, any
attempt was made to seek consent to access to the land. She also states
that the paths through Park Wood are provided as part of the commercial
woodland and not intended to provide pedestrian access for trespassers
(see page 10 of the Supplemental Agenda).
At the Hearing on 17 February 2015 evidence was given by Cllr Bell that after
the erection of the signs in 2009 he spoke to an employee in CP Holdings
(Mr Barry Mitchell) who had led him to believe that the company would not
take action against people using the wood. I note, however, that Ms
Molyneux disputes that there can have been a Mr Mitchell who provided
such an indication on behalf of CP Holdings. I also recognise that I have no
additional evidence about that communication. I therefore give limited weight
to this particular point from the evidence.
Mr White of Orchard Cottage, Ragged Hall Lane, in his letter dated 1
December 2014 states that “we are lucky that the owners of these woods
have allowed us access”.
I have considered the evidence before me relating to Park Wood. Park
Wood is significantly larger than Scrubbs Wood. Whilst it has deciduous
trees around the edge of the wood, the bulk of the wood consists of pine
trees. There are several paths which run through the wood. There are also
a number of signs around the edge of the wood stating ‘Private Woodland
No Right of Access’. However, it is clear to me that, whatever the status of
signage and of legal rights, the actual use as described above has at least
been tolerated by CP Holdings for some time. I am satisfied from the
evidence I heard that CP Holdings were aware of local residents’ use of Park
Wood and did not seek to prevent it happening. It seems to me that local
residents activities are peaceable and have not caused damage to the
woodland.
Although CP Holdings maintain in their submissions that the use by local
residents amounts to trespass onto private land, they do not appear to have
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particularised this allegation. The signs in the wood can be interpreted
simply as a declaration of the company’s ownership and a clear intent to
prevent the establishment of formal rights of way. In my view, even if the
residents’ use is strictly unlawful it does not disqualify the land from being
listed as an Asset of Community Value.
I consider that I may take into account the representations made by CP
Holdings, Cllr Bell and Ms White concerning the Tribunal Decision in the
case of Banner Homes v St Albans City and District Council. I have taken
into account the submissions from CP Holdings that it is unfair for the Banner
Homes to be considered in this case. I disagree. I am satisfied that all
parties have had ample opportunity to make any submissions they wished to
on that decision. In any event, I do not consider that these further
representations add anything significant to the evidence already submitted at
the Hearing on 17 February 2015.
At paragraph 35 of the Banner Homes Decision Judge Peter Lane declined
to interpret Section 88 so as, in effect, to insert the word “lawful” after
“actual”. He said that the inherent requirement that the use of the land in
question must further social wellbeing or social interests will, in practice,
preclude many unlawful activities, for the simple reason that unlawful
activities are, by their nature, unlikely to satisfy the tests of furthering social
wellbeing/interests. He concluded that a particular technically unlawful use
of land is not per se outside the ambit of the section. Again, I recognise that
First-Tier Tribunal decisions are not binding as legal authorities, but I agree
with Judge Lane’s analysis and find it relevant and persuasive in this case.
That is not to say that I reach the same outcome on the facts of this case
simply because of the outcome of Banner Homes. Rather, I have applied the
relevant reasoning to the facts of this case.
I am satisfied that from the evidence of local residents that the use of Park
Wood made by the local community was entirely peaceful in nature. I
conclude that there has been sufficient purely lawful use to satisfy the
conditions under Section 88 and that any technically unlawful conduct does
not disqualify Park Wood from being an Asset of Community Value.
Issue D - Is it realistic to think that there can continue to be nonancillary use of Park Wood which will further (whether or not in the
same way) the social wellbeing or social interests of the local
community?
I am satisfied that the current use of Park Wood by local residents for
recreational walking, dog walking, recreational horse riding, bird watching
and appreciating the bluebells is a non-ancillary use which furthers the social
wellbeing or social interests of the local community. CP Holdings, in their
evidence, stated that they have no intention to change the use of Park Wood
from that of a private commercial woodland. They say that they have no
intention to sell the woodland.
It accordingly appears to me that, if there is the requisite current use (see
above), then there is also the realistic prospect of the requisite future use for
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these purposes. On the evidence before me it is realistic to think that the
current use by local residents can continue. I therefore consider that the test
in Section 88 (1) (b) is satisfied.
7.38 For the reasons outlined above it is my decision that Park Wood should
continue to be included in the Authority’s list of Assets of Community Value.
CP Holdings may appeal this listing review decision to the First-Tier Tribunal.

M Lovelady
Head of Legal, Democratic and Regulatory Services
3rd August 2015

APPEAL OF DECISION: THE OWNER CAN APPEAL THE REVIEW DECISION TO
THE FIRST-TIER TRIBUNAL
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Park Wood, Ragged Hall Lane, Chiswell Green, St Albans
Date: 02/04/2014
Scale: - 1:4000
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Note on Review Hearings for the Listings of Scrubbs Wood and Park Wood as Assets
of Community Value held 24 November 2014

The review hearings for the listings of Scrubbs Wood and Park Wood as Assets of
Community Value were originally scheduled for 24 November 2014 at 10.00 am and 2.00 pm
respectively. These hearings were adjourned to 17 February 2015 at 10.00 am and 2.00 pm
respectively.

The review hearings for the listing of Scrubbs Wood began at 10.00 am. In attendance were
Mike Lovelady, Head of Legal, Democratic and Regulatory Services, St Albans City &
District Council; Councillor Julian Daly, St Albans City & District Council, Judith Adamson,
Regulatory Solicitor, St Albans City & District Council; Hannah Adler, Democratic Services
Officer, St Albans City & District Council; Debbi White, Property and Asset Manager, St
Albans City & District Council; Jan Molyneux, Molyneux Planning; Robin Winward, CP
Holdings and Parish Councillor John Bell, St Stephen Parish Council.
Colour versions of the photographs taken by Ms White were circulated to the parties, as
were colour versions of photographs taken of Scrubbs Wood and Park Wood on 20
November 2014.
Mr Lovelady noted that he was delegated to hear and determine review applications for
listing of assets of community value. Councillor Daly would act as consultee. The procedure
for the hearing was noted.
It was noted that the decision notice to list Scrubbs Wood as an asset of community value
was issued 9 April 2014. CP Holdings requested a review of this listing on 2 June 2014.
Mr Lovelady noted the need to establish whether the statutory criteria have been met. S.89
of the Localism Act 2011 notes that land in a local authority area may be included by the
authority in a list of assets only in response to a community nomination. S.89(2) notes that
this may be made by a parish council in that parish’s area. Scrubbs Wood and Park Wood
are not in St Stephen Parish Council’s area. Further regulations (s. 89(4)) note that an
application may be made by a parish council for land in another parish council if these areas
share a boundary. Mr Lovelady circulated a plan showing the boundary between St Michael
and St Stephen Parish Councils. Mr Lovelady accepted that the nomination was valid but
stated that he would consider the fact that it was not in the St Stephen Parish Council’s area.
Parish Councillor John Bell, from the nominating group, noted that he intended to call two
witnesses to the hearing, James White and Chris O’Brien. A witness statement from Mandy
Floyd was additionally provided.
Ms Molyneux asked why evidence had been received late from St Stephen Parish Council.
Mr Bell explained that he had not realised that so much evidence would be required.
Mr Lovelady noted that it was important to ensure that the applicants have sufficient time to
consider the evidence. He noted that he would admit the evidence submitted late. However,

if the owners felt that they needed more time to consider the documents the hearing could
be adjourned.
Ms Molyneux noted that they would first need time to read the new evidence, before
assessing whether a further adjournment would be needed. The hearing was adjourned for
fifteen minutes to allow this.
The hearing resumed at 11.10 am.
The owners requested that both hearings be adjourned.
Mr Lovelady accepted this. He proposed to adjourn both hearings to a later date, and gave
the nominating group 14 days from the date of the original hearing to submit witness
statements. The owners would be permitted to respond to this evidence.
The nominating group submitted their additional evidence on 19 November 2014. The
owners provide a response to this evidence on 5 January 2015.
An addendum agenda was issued to all parties on 27 January 2015. This included the
evidence from the nominating group, the response from the owners and a map showing
parish boundaries.

